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City Council
rejects lower
parking fees
$1.50 rate will stay indefinitely

Bart AhYou
About 110 SJSU students attended last night’s San Jose City Council meeting
where members voted against a proposal to reduce parking fees back to their 50

cent price level. Also in attendance was SJSU President Gail Fullerton.

Fist fight breaks out at Royce Hall
Evening guide arrested, residence hall director injured in dorm fight
By Pamela Steinriede
A lI-,t light outside Royce Hall between an SJSU evening guide and a
residence hall director Monday night resulted in one arrest .and a minor
injury.
The guide, whose name was unavailable from University Police, was
charged with disturbing the peace at about 11:30 p.m. after he allegedly
struck Royce Hall Director Will Koehn.
Koehn, 43, suffered a cut lip, and received six stitches at the emergency
room of the SJSU Health Center.
University Police officer Robert DeGeorge, called to the Royce Hall
scene, was not expected to file an incident report until yesterday evening.
Russ Lunsford. University Police information officer, said University
Police were shorthanded Monday night. "He (DeGeorge) was unable to do
the paper work on the incident," he said.
Bob Evans, a Royce Hall resident, said he and four other residents were
in the "formal lounge" area when the fight began outside near the San
Salvador entrance to the dorm.
"I heard them talking and I turned around and the next thing I knew
they were pushing each other," Evans said.
Evans said one of them took his jacket off, and the pair began to hit each
other. He said they exchanged a "few punches." and Koehn was knocked to
the ground.
Koehn said he never hit the guide, but had tried to detain him until
University Police arrived.
"He had been pounding on the front door of the dorm," Koehn said.
Koehn said he asked the guide not to knock on the door, but to call on the
phone outside to gain entry.
"He became very abusive, but I forget what he said to me." Koehn said.
Koehn said several dorm residents were looking out their windows and
he asked them to call University Police.
"I stepped in front of him to try to stop him until the police came,"
’Koehn said.
That is when the night guide took off his jacket and began fighting, ac-

SJSU office co-workers
mourn former colleague
By Acquis Toth
Tuthill, associate
Jack K
director of the Office of Records at
SJSU, contributed almost 14 years of
service to the university before his
death Saturday,
Tuthill suffered a heart attack at
his Lake Tahoe home Saturday
afternoon. He was 59.
Tuthill began his career at SJSU
in 1968 as an assistant professor of
military science, counselor and

Daily editors
to meet public
for discussions
Do you have an opinion about
the Daily? Are you interested in the
paper, or do you have any
suggestions on how to make it a
better publication?
If so, come to the S.U. Almaden
Room at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow and
"Meet the Editors."
The editorial staff of the Daily
will be present to discuss policies,
hear suggestions and explain the
procedures of producing a Daily
publication.
Everyone is welcome.
For more information call 2773181

adviser in the Military Science
Department.
After retiring from the U.S.
Army in 1972, Tuthill accepted a
position in the Office of Records as
assistant registrar.
Grimed m pew

cording to Koehn.
Earlier in the evening Koehn said he received a complaint from a
second-floor female resident at Royce who said she was being harassed by
one of the guides.
"I figured it was the same guy when I heard the pounding at the door
later on," Koehn said.
Several Royce residents said Koehn has had disagreements with night
guides in the past.
"I have had problems with them before because they often bang on the
doors to gain admittance to the dorm rather than using the telephone."
Koehn said.
Koehn also said, however, that this one incident is not -indicative of the
caliber of people hired as night guides

By Dan Nakaso
The San Jose City Council voted
7-4 last night against rolling back
parking prices at the Fourth Street
dirt lots to the old 50-cent fee.
Council members defeated the
motion, made by councilman Jerry
Estruth, despite the appearance of
about 110 SJSU students at the
council meeting.
The council voted unanimously,
however, to investigate closing San
Carlos Street from Fourth to 10th
streets for an undetermined period.
Councilwoman Iola William’s
proposal also included investigating
a 25 cent hourly parking rate for the
Fourth Street dirt lots and the
possibility of using fairground and
Municipal Stadium parking lots at
student rates with a $1 round trip
shuttle.
Estruth made the motion to roll
back the fees after SJSU president
Gail Fullerton and Robert Musil,
Associated Students director, spoke
before the council.
Musil and Fullerton said
students were being hampered by
the $1.50 price implemented by the
council last week.
Council members
Blanca
Alvarado, Estruth, Iola Williams
and Pat Sausedo voted in favor of
the price roll back.
Council members who opposed
the motion included Mayor -elect
Tom
McEnery,
currently
representing the downtown district.
The price change, had it passed,
would have begun today until next
Tueday’s council meeting.
Estruth said the city’s staff
would have been able to look into
alternative prices during the period.
Councilwoman Shirley Lewis
said she opposed the motion because
it would "Make a worse situation out

Activist talks about nuclear arms
United States, Soviet Union engaged in a Tan-you-top -this?’ contest
(Editor’s Note: As part
of its activities this
semester, the A.S. Program
Board will present a series
of speakers on nuclear arms
this month. In the first of a
five -part series, Daily
reporter Christine
McGeever writes about the
effects of nuclear war).
"The splitting of the atom has
changed everything."
--Albert Einstein
By Christine McCarter
It began one day in August
1945. A new kind of bomb was used
on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki. The war in the
Pacific ended that day and a
terrifying arms race began.
Since then the United States
has engaged in a "Can-you -topthis?" contest with the Soviet
Union. But the United States has
always remained one step ahead.

The United States developed
the atom bomb in 1945 and
produced one by 1949 The United
States exploded a hydrogen bomb
The Soviet Union tested one nine
months later The United States
produced the first intercontinental
ballistic missile while the Soviets
were busy launching the first
satellite. The United States had
nuclear submarines, MIRV’s
( multiple independently -targeted
re-entry vehicles), MARV’s
( maneuverable re-entry vehicles)
cruise missiles and more, long
before the Soviets did.
By 1975, the United States had
amassed 8,500 strategic warheads;
the Russians, only 2,500 interior
ones.
The U.S. Department of
Defense annual report for 1982
states, "The United States and the
Soviet Union are roughly equal in
strategic nuclear power." U.S.
military doctrine says that nuclear

weapons are a necessary deterrent
to attack from the Soviet Union.

More

than military
But the arms race is much
more than a military issue. According to Dr. Roger Kennedy,
chairman of the San Jose chapter
of the Physicians for Social
Responsibility, the problem is a
medical and ethical responsibility
for all physicians in the United
States.
Kennedy spoke to about 40
people last Thursday as part of a
month -long series on the nuclear
arms race co-sponsored by the A.S
Program Board and Students for
Peace.
He drove his point home by
showing a film of a medical conference held in San Francisco in
November 1980. The film, titled
"The Last Epidemic," consisted of
testimony by doctors on the
predicted effects of a nuclear at-

Inside the Daily

The debate between evolutionists
and creationists is a waste of time.
The theory of evolution by Darwin
does not threaten the vakdity of the
Bible as a whole, since the
prehistoric accounts in Genesis
cannot be taken literally Genesss
and evolution are only in opposition
when the latter asserts that
evolution disproves scripture. It is up
to scientists to make sense of the
fossil record

See page 2

of an already bad one. No matter
what we do, it’s going to be a
problem."
The city raised parking fees
from 50 cents to 91.50 Wednesday at
the city -owned lots at Fourth and
San Carlos streets to make up for
revenues lost from the closure of the
North Third and St. John street
garage.
The garage did not meet earthquake safety standards.
Not all of the students who
appeared at the meeting, however,
came to protest the fee increase.
About 60 were there on
assignment from an advanced
newswriting journalism class. About
half a dozen were there for a
political science class.
A.S. Directors Stephanie Duer,
Barry Probst and Musil were
representing A.S.
Francis Fox, city manager, said
the fee increase is a "painful reality
for the students."
"No other major city in
California provides reduced parking
for their student body," Fox said.
"The university is responsible for its
own student parking."
Fullerton, however, said she
could not think of any other major
city that did not deny street parking
to students.
Fox said the city has to pay off a
$3.5 million bond to pay for the Third
Street garage that was closed.
"It’s a debt that the city owes
and we must pay that or else ruin the
credibility of the city," he said,
Fox said the fee increase was
the only way the city had to make up
for the lost revenue.
He recommended that SJSU
look into the possibility of parking
Contnued orl page $

Evolutionists,
Christians feud
unnecessarily

SJSU to get
$100 million?
An SJSU graduate hopes to donate
$100 milion to the university m 88
years The $25,000 now in a trust
fund for SJSU may grow to 8100
million because of compounding
interest rates.
Sae page 4

Spiker sports
league award
Lady Spartan volleyball player Kim
Kayser was honored by the
NorPac Conference as the league’s
Playei of the Week- for leading
SJSU to victory in the Sooner
Invitational tournament last
weekend For detads, see SPORTS.

tack on the Bay Area, and graphic
footage of the aftermath of
Hiroshima. The film presented
evidence alleging that the U.S.
government’s picture of "survivability" of nuclear attack is
"demonstrably false and
misleading "
For instance, the government’s
mass evacuation plan requires a
warning of attack eight days in
advance. An American target, such
as the Bay Area, will have only a
15 -minute warning before
detonation.
The firestorms that ignite after
the explosion, like those that raged
through German cities during
World War II, will reach temperatures in excess of 1,400 degrees
Fahrenheit, turning fallout shelters
into crematoria
A nuclear explosion releases
nitrogen oxide molecules into the
atmosphere. When those molecules
reach the ozone layer (about 60,000
feet), they destroy it with a
chemical chain reaction. The ozone
layer filters out ultraviolet rays,
which, among other things, cause
blindness

Nuclear destruction
A one-megaton detonation over
the Bay Area, for example, can
destroy up to 80 percent of the ozone
layer in the northern hemisphere,
and 40 percent in the southern
hemisphere. Destruction of 20
percent of the ozone layer will blind
every unprotected eye on earth
While humans can wear glasses, all
other animals will be unprotected;
hence, insects won’t pollinate plants
and animals won’t reproduce. The
Food chain will eventually break.
Combine this effect with 300,000
to 500,000 human corpses, rampant
tuberculosis, bubonic plague, third
degree burns and multiple wounds
from flying objects, and "the survivors," said H. Jack Gieger, a
professor at New York City College,
"will envy the dead."
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By Ken Carlson Stall Write,
Evolutionists and Christians have been at odds for a
long time.
Needlessly.
Christians who fear evolution undermines the validity
of scripture, should reread their Bible.
Darwin’s disciples who without concience proclaim
that evolution "is reality" need a lesson in epistemology.
The Bible uses various literary constructs. Among
them are commandment, metaphor, analogy and parable.
To understand the Bible is to recognize where each device
is being employed. Granted the scriptures remain ambigious in parts, but it is not always difficult to determine
when to make a literal interpretation.
For example, when Jesus says, "I am the vine, you
are the branches"few would deny he uses a metaphor.
To contrast, when Moses records in stone, "Thou shalt
not steal" the meaning lies in the definition of the words.
Genesis should also be subject to the same skills of
comprehension. While at first reading the author appears
to record a seven-day process, subsequent readings turn
up contradictions and also a poetic rhythm.
For example, events exceed their time frame in
Genesis 1 : 11 and 12, as herbs are created and go to seed all
on the same day, as do trees yielding fruit.
Verse 14 records the creation of the sun and moon,
three days after God had separated light from darkness
and established the cycle of the day.
The cues suggest at least an author that is writing
from a visionary standpoint, that is, he logs events as they
are being revealed to him without regard for cause or a
strict time frame. He may only be establishing cycles in a
type of epic poem.
Genesis continues along these mythical lines as
various abstract images are introduced. After creating

man from dust, God plants a garden east of Eden. Among
the trees he plants in the garden is the tree of life and the
tree of knowledge of good and evil.
God, incidentally, again creates every beast of the
field and fowl in the air. Then from Adam’s rib he creates
Eve
The following story is well-known: Eve is beguiled, by
a talking snake, to eat the fruit of knowledge of good and
evil, and when Adam takes the same poison, the couple is
driven from the garden, and fiery swords are placed at the
entrance to block their return.
Certainly this is allegory designed more to describe
the nature 91 man, rather than describe the origin of man.
Those who doggedly hold on to the literal reading of
the first four chapters must commit utter double think
when Adam’s son Cain later marries Enoch (whose origin
is not mentioned) and builds a city in the land of Nod. If
Adam was the first homo-sapien where did these other
people come from?
It is clear the prehistoric accounts of Genesis cannot
be taken literally. However this conclusion is not threat to
the validity of the Bible as a whol3. Indeed the Bible’s
historicity continues to be maintained by empirical
evidence.
Genesis and evolution are only in opposition when the
latter asserts that evolution disproves scripture.
It is up to scientists to make sense of the fossil record
and recreate the events of history. Conscientious thinkers
will disregard staunch Darwinist who rub elbows with
notoriety and say "evolution is reality." With the evidence
at hand, it would take an eyewitness to retrace the causeeffect relationships in the supOose-ly multimillion year
development of the fossil record. And that witness could
only be trusted as far as his ability to understand what he
Saw.

LETTERS
Band member
criticizes criticism
This is in response to a recent
opinion article written about the
marching band. The writer said that
the band did not show school spirit and
was boring during halftime compared
to the Berkeley band.
I would just like to say, putting it
mildly, that the writer does not know
what she is talking about. We are the
only college band, to my knowledge,
that changes its shows every week.
The bands that you think are so exciting and thrilling change shows
maybe once in a season. Now that’s
what I call boring.
Here is another fact about tilt
"boring" Spartan band. Do you knov7
of any band around here that has a
color guard and a dance team to
highlight the shows? If you do, please
let me know.
The reasons these acts have been
added is to have something different
from other bands, instead of the same
old left, right, left, right routines.
Other bands may have a snappy
marching style, but if you ever take a
close look at them, only about half of
them are playing, while the other half
is doing all those so-called exciting
moves.
Which brings me to another point
about the "boring" Spartan band.
Volume. Our band will blow away
Berkeley and Stanford put together.
This is my second year in the band
and every year we get criticized by
people who know nothing about what a

marching band is all about. Instead of
complaining and criticizing, you
should show some of the school spirit
you said we lack, and support the
band.
One thing that I notice about other
schools is that they support their band,
good or bad. Students at Berkeley give
a standing ovation to the same show
every week. The Stanford students do
the same, and we all know how bad
they are.
But here at SJSU, where the band
is good and different, we get nothing
but criticism. You and a lot of other
people do not realize the work we put
in a show.To have somebody from our
own school rip us really hurts.
*Mary K. Rims
Ississtrill Tideless
sephoisas

Dos Equis ad
demeaning to women
Mar.
We are distressed and offended
by the Dos Equis advertisement
insert in the Sept. 29 issue of the
Spartan Daily. The ad uses scantily
clothed women in seductive poses in
order to sell Dos Equis beer.
We are all bombarded daily with
advertising that reduces women to
sexual objects and often become
numbed to its oppressiveness.
However, we are especially
disappointed to find a lack of respect
and sensitivity to women in our own
campus paper.
We have written Dos Equis to
voice our opposition and inform

them that we are boycotting their
products.
The Berkeley campus paper
also ran the ad and the editors immediately apologized when they
realized its offensivenss. We hope
that the editors of the Daily will do
the same.
limn Hester
and 11 other members of

KAU Woman’s Cantu

Daily reporter’s
quotes ’inaccurate’
Ea.
As a journalism student, I have
a devotion to facts. So, I thought, did
other journalists. Apparently, this is
not the case.
Daily reporter Gerald Loeb
talked with me about what happened
between the police and the (rater -

nities on Monday night (Oct. 4).
Some errors were made in his
stories which ran in the Daily on Oct.
6 and 7.
Loeb used the term "serenading
party" and attributed this to me ass
quote. It wasn’t and neither was
most of what followed.
The term "serenading party"
makes it sound as if the San Jose
police simply broke up another one
of those "loud fraternity parties."
This was a serenade. Delta Zeta
sorority was singing to Theta Chi
fraternity when the police arrived.
Singing does not constitute a party.
The police, however, felt that they
needed five cars to break up the
"wild" serenade.
Loeb also introduced another
misconception in his story. He made
it sound as if I said that the police
came and busted a wall of deranged

fraternity members. This is neither
true nor what I said.
The men did form a wall of
people across 11th Street, but no
traffic was stopped, and when police
arrived, no one was in the street. A
group of about 10 fraternity members were discussing the situation
while standing on the sidewalk. The
scene was not the riot the story
made it out to be.
Of most concern to me, though,
was the complete fabrication of
quotes. In my first journalism class,
I learned that what goes between
quotation marks is exactly what a
person said.
The quotes attributed to me
were inaccurate and not even close
to what I told Loeb. It seems like
Loeb heard what he wanted and
wrote that. With these methods. I
have to wonder if he is the right man

weekdays, or by mail to the Mailbag.
co the Spartan Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh St., CA
95192.

Letters should not exceed 350
words.

to cover Greek activities at SJSU.
bey New
Januirm

More letters boxes,
wid shape up, too!
few:
Why not have boxes at one or
more locations around campus for
letters to the editor? You might get
a lot more that way.
Also, I realize
it’s a small
matter, but journalist should be
precise: Your rather nothing picture on the front page (Ott. 5) was
described as showing "an early
winter day." It just turned fall.
Sharpen up, guys.
Nancy Bay
Heahh Science
graduate student

Daily Policy
The Spartan Delhi would like to
hear from you -our reader. Your ideas.
comments, criticisms and suggestions
are encouraged. By listening to our
readers we feel we can better serve the
campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion
articles and press releases are gladly
accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office IJC 2081

All letters must include the
writer’s signature, maior, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, motor and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.

Opinion
The intent of the Spartan Daily
Forum Page is to present ’a variety of
viewpoints of interest to the campus
community.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinions express the views
of the writer or organization and will
appear with a byline attributing the
article accordingly.

Comments.
columns
and
editorials will discuss local, state and
international affairs.
Guest opinions are encouraged,
but will be printed at the discretion of
the Forum Page editors.
Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor at
the Spartan Daily office, or by mail. The
sooner the release is received, the
better coverage the topic may receive.

Guest Opinion

Response to criticism of Spartan Marching Band’s performance
I wish to thank the Spartan Daily for providing a
forum in which I may comment on Julie Bonds’ recent
editorial regarding the Spartan Marching Band. Although
Bonds lauded the spirit and the musical quality of the
band she was critical of the philosophy behind the visual
aspect of the band’s field performance.
Because the success of any marching band -- or for
that matter, any entertainer
depends on the appeal of
the total entertainment package, it is my policy to remain

By Carl Chevabrd
SJSU Marchirq Band Director

sensitive to any comments, positive or negative, which I
receive regarding the performances of the band, and to
modify -- within the constraints of the human and
financial resources available to the band -- the
philosophy behind each season’s field shows according to
what I believe are the current preferences of our Spartan
Stadium audiences.
My comments are offered with full awareness that no
mattter how appropriate or good we, the band’s staff,
believe the band’s style to be, we must remain aware of
the audience’s reactions: we must remain aware of
whether or not our performances will, so to speak, "play
in Peoria."
Bonds’ principal criticism was with the "visual
impact" of the Spartan band’s performance at the Cal
game. Calling the Spartan band’s field performance
"dull," Bonds went to to say that our show lacked pace,
movement, and, in a word, "pizzazz"
Certainly, these comments can be viewed as one
person’s reaction to one Spartan band performance. But
these comments should not necessarily be generalized to
all of the band’s audiences, performances and shows.
It is obvious, however, that the style of the Spartan
and Cal bands differs considerably. In my opinion, Bonds’
perception of the "enthusiasm" of the Cal band’s field
performance was influenced by several key elements.
I. Marching Tempo. The tempo or speed with which
the two bands marched differed most in the pre -game

entrance. The Cal band entered the field via the
tremendously effective use of a tunnel, at a tempo of 180
beats per minute. The SJSU band entered only slightly
slower at 160 beats per minute.
It should be mentioned that this tempo represented an
increase from a tempo of 129 beats per minute, which the
Spartan band has used in past pre-game entrances. The
tempo change was initiated to add to the excitement of the
pregame and to help "warm up" the football audience
before the first kickoff.
In addition, the Spartan band performed, at this
tempo, a highly active pre -game entrance which we have
dubbed "the chainsaw." This new maneuver is intended
to visually reinforce the faster tempo.
2. Show Content. Bonds commented that "There was
very little movement on the field" during the Spartan
band’s performance. While it is true that the basic
marching style of the Cal band involves greater body
(leg) movement than that of the Spartan Band, the degree
and the complexity of the Spartan band’s visual show far
exceeded that of Cal.
With the exception of the dance team feature, in which
the Spartan band "framed" the dancers’ routine. and the
Spartan band moved constantly. In contrast, the Cal

band’s show featured two rather lengthy concert numbers
in which no one moved.
Furthermore, the Spartan band’s show contained the
added visual elements of the dance team (Cal had none),
the color guard (ditto), and a quartet of baton -like
"spinners" (ditto again). In addition to this variety, the
Spartan band "played to the audience" by performing
well-known and loved songs such as, "Thunder and
Blazes" and "Send in the Clowns."
3. Band Size. Part of the Cal band’s "enthusiasm"
must be attributed to its size and unbroken traditions. The
isual impact of a 200-member band is undoubtable and the
reaction of the Cal audience to thi fine tradition was first
rate.
The Spartan band, although enthusiastically received
was, after all, on foreign turf. This year’s band is a proud
125. This number represents an increase since last year.
With continued success, it is probable that future
Spartan bands will compare well in size with the Cal band.
In the meantime, the visual impact of the Spartan band
will continue to be enhanced through show designs which
spread the band out to cover much of the field.
4. Marching Style. Perhaps more than any other
element, the marching style of the Cal band probably

affected Bonds’ perception of their enthusiasm.
Whereas the Spartan band marches with a basic low step, drum corps style, the Cal band marches with a highstep style similar to that traditionally associated with the
Big 10 bands. As a former Big 10 band director,
(University of Iowa and Michigan State), lam well aware
of the impact this style has on the audience.

Third, because we use this style we are able to recruit
talented players from the two top drum corps of the
country, the Santa Clara Vanguard and the Concord Blue
Devils.
Fourth, the Spartan band is, by virtue of its
philosophy of retaining the "drum corps style" keeping
with the tendency of university bands all over the country
to "go corps."
Fifth, the low -step style allows the band to have a
fuller sound than would be possible with the same number
of band members marching in the "high step" style.
It should be mentioned that the Spartan Marching
Band also marches in a modified "high -step" style, and
that this style is featured in every pregame and many
segments of each halftime.

Photos by Web Stanton
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Why, then, does the Spartan band use the other style?
There are several reasons. First, it is the style preferred
by our students. Upon my arrival on campus in 1979, this
point was made clear to me: retain the style or lose the
band.
Second, it is the style of most of the area high school
bands from which we recruit.

The image projected by the Spartan Marching Band is
therefore affected by each of these elements. It should be
obvious from my comments that the guiding philosophy of
the Spartan Marching Band is to retain the best elements
of the drum corm style and to capitalize on the
preferences and talents of the high school musicians in the
area who are potential Spartan Marching Band members,
while mixing into this style the excitment of more
traditional marching band styles.
In my opinion, the Spartan Marching Band is
anything but "dull." It is innovative and it is regaining its
place as an important SJSU tradition. The members of the
band are enthusiastic about what they do, and as Bonds
pointed out, they are enthusiastic about SJSU.
Members at the Spartan Marching Band practice tor their halftime show The hand recruits musicians tram two of the top
drum corps in the country and from local high schools

fa
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Editor’s notebook was put on the shelf this week. It will
return at its usual spot next Wednesday.
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$94,000 lighting project
postpones similar plan
Concert hall improv ements up in air

By Biwa Won

A Morris Dailey Auditorium lighting
project costing nearly $100,000 has forced
SJSU officials to postpone a similar
project for the Music Department Concert
Hall, according to John Montgomery,
associate dean to associate executive vice
president of facilities, development and
operations
The project, which began last July,
went through four or five additional
contract renewals calling for more money,
according to Tom McGinley, associate
director of Plant Operations.
"A contract will always fall below the
amount of money needed," McGinley said,
"so you have to keep writing up new
contracts."
The Morris Dailey project, which
underwent final inspection yesterday, cost
$94,675

Arlene Orkerlund, dean of humanities
and arts, said she heard "no official word"
on the postponement of the Concert Hall
lighting project.
Montgomery denied that there was
any lack of foresight on the part of
facilities to fund the lighting project. A
new contract had to be drawn up for the
lights after the steel reinforcement used to
support the lights was erected, because the
money ran out.
But McGinley said because public
works contracts are always below the
amount of money needed, the contract
renewal "wasn’t unexpected."
Montgomery said the completed
lighting project for Morris Dailey
Auditorium was "upgraded" and was
scheduled to begin testing yesterday.

Stokley Carmichael at SJSU;
radical will speak tomorrow
Stokley Carmichael,
civil rights leader and
former "Black Power"
advocate, will speak at I
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Ampitheater. The speech,
sponsored by the PanAfrican Student Union, will
be on the draft and nuclear
power.
Charmichael, who now
goes by the name Kwame
Toure, became a fixture in
the civil rights movement
of the 19600 as chairman of
the Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee in
1966. Toure used his

chairmanship of the SNCC
to expouse Its theory of
"black power" and
represented the militant
faction of the movement
opposed to the moderation
of Martin Luther King, Jr.
After a brief stint with
the Black Panther Party,
Toure went to Africa and
was converted to the
Panof
doctrine
Africanism, "the total
liberation and unification
of Africa under scientific
socialism," according to
Toure. As a symbol of his
commitment to this

Wahlquist dedication set;
Ceremony will include
reception, speakers, tour
By Jocquis Toth
Ceremonies marking
the official dedication of
the Wahlquist Library are
scheduled between 2 and
3:30 p.m. Friday in Morris
Dailey Auditorium.
is
reception
A
scheduled from 3:30 to 5
p.m. on the first floor of the
Library
Wahlquist
following the ceremonies.
Tours will also be conducted at that time.
library
Because
workers will attend and
assist in the ceremonies,
both the Wahlquist and
Clark libraries will be
closed from 12 to 5 p.m.
during the dedication, said
Library Director Maureen
Pastine.
The old library, located
at Fourth and San Fernando streets, was named
in honor of John T
Wahlquist by the CSU
board of trustees on Sept. 6,
1981.
All students and
faculty may attend the
dedication program which
will include speeches by
president Gail
SJSU
Fullerton and Pastine.
History professor and
archivist
university
Charles Burdick will be the
keynote speaker.
Wahlquist, a former
member and
faculty
president of SJSU between
1952 and 1964, will also
speak at the ceremonies.

During his time at
SJSU, Wahlquist doubled
the seating space and book
collection at the library,
according to Pastine.
"I am looking forward
to the dedication and think
it is an honor to have a
library building named for
a former SJSU president,"
Pastine said.

movement, he changed his
name to Kwame Toure, in
honor of the late African
socialist Kwame Nkrumah.
Toure lives in Conakry,
Guinea, and is an organizer
of the All -African Peoples
Revolutionary
Party,

TUTHILL
Cesibeedhe. pep I
In 1973, he became assistant to the
director of admissions and records and, in
1974, he assumed the duties of associate
director of records.
"I worked with Jack over a span of 10
years," professor Richard E. Whitlock,
associate dean of the School of Applied
Arts and Sciences. "He was tireless in his
dedication to making things better for
students.
"While perceived as a stickler for
detail, the bottom line as far as Mr. Tuthill
was concered was that this university
should be a better place for students."
"We all loved Jack very much," said
friend and co-worker Linda Harris,
assistant director of records.

Booster Club, SJSU’s basketball support
organization.
"I think his death is a great loss to the
university and the community," Berry
said. "He was a good I basketball supporter and, more importantly, a great
individual."
"Basically, Jack was just a great
supporter of the (football/ team," said
Larry Kerr, assistant football coach. "He
was always willing to help anytime I
needed to check a player’s records. He just
loved to talk about the players.
"Jack always wanted us to beat
Stanford and Fresno. Well, he saw the
Stanford victory."
Football coach Jack Elway said
Tuthill was a "dedicated basketall and
football fan."
"He was a person who will be missed,
not just for the job he did, but for the
feeling he had for the university," Elway
said. "It was more than a job to him -- it
was his life. He had an emotional involvement with the school, football, and
the players.
"We will all be richer for having
known him."
Tuthill is survived by his wife, Betty, a
daughter, Nancy, and two sons, Jeffrey
and Steve.
Burial is tentatively scheduled for 11
a.m, tomorrow at Golden Gate National
Cemetery in San Bruno. Funeral services
have not yet been scheduled.
Tuthill’s family has asked that contributions be made in his name to the
Spartan Foundation

felt for a very long time. Jack could
always make you smile."
SJSU ombudsman Charles Whitcomb
said he worked closely with Tuthill.
"He was an exceptional man and very
committed to the university and the
students here," Whitcomb said. "I guess I

’Jack always wanted us
to beat Stanford and
Fresno. Well, he saw
the Stanford victory.’
always defined him as someone who
comes on like a lion but who has the heart
of a lamb.
"He would do anything he could for
students."
In addition to his work in the Office of
Records, Tuthill was very much involved
with SJSU athletics.
He and his wife would attend as many

Harris said that among his many
accomplishments, Tuthill helped implement SJSU ’s advance registration
process and was responsible for maintaining the student master file system.
Tuthill was also a member of the
Admissions and Standards Committee, the
New Student Advising Committee and
participated on several Registration and
Schedule of Classes committees, Harris
said.
According to Drucilla Redwine,
associate director of admissions and
records, Tuthill was the "fix -it" man
around the office.
"I even brought him my kitchen clock
to fix once," she said. "He was always
tinkering with something.
"For a lot of people here, he was a
father figure I think that his loss will be

’For a lot of people here,
he was a father figure.
Jack could always make
you smile,’ Redwine said.
SJSU football and basketball games as
they could, Harris said.
According to basketball coach Bill
Berry, Tuthill belonged to the Hoopsters

Maintenance plan could cut plant costs
By Bruce Berton
When you have 50 men trying to maintain 10,000
pieces of equipment from exhaust fans to fan coil units,
it’s easy to gets little disorganized.
Unfortunately, SJSU Plant Operations faces that
task, according to Associate Director Tom McGinley.
That’s where a plan called, "Preventative Maintenance"
comes in.
A preventative maintenance system, McGinley said,
will organize every piece of equipment that needs
maintenance, and classify it according to amount of manhours needed for a repair, parts needed and when it needs
to be replaced.
A 619,000 computer runs the system and will act as a
"giant file," according to McGinley making it simple to
keep track of the estimated 10,000 items that need
maintenance.
"The first step in the plan was taking inventory of

every piece of equipment," McGinley said, adding that costs
"The plan will prevent things from becoming
Plant Operations has 15 books carrying information on
everything from fans to ventilators. The information will problems," he said, adding that keeping records of
be programmed into the computer when the plan takes equipment maintenance will reduce the need for
emergency repairs. McGinley estimated 40 percent of all
effect.
McGinley estimated the plan would get under way maintenance equipment is being neglected.
"If say, a flush valve breaks, it’s an hour-and -a -half
next Jan. 1.
The program, McGinley said, is the brainchild of job to find out what the problem is, get the proper tools
Clyde Gordon, a consultant with the chancellor’s office a and replace it. It would take half the time if we knew what
few years ago.
to replace periodically," McGinley said.
"As of now, there is no manual system that can keep
McGinley sad the plan’s implementation has been track of that much equipment," McGinley said.
delayed by a lot of "red tape" from site state. As an
McGinley said the preventative Maintenance
example, he cited delays in ordering needed equipment, program, while solving a lot of problems, is not without its
such as computer software.
faults.
Besides organizing work, McGinley, who is respon"There’s probably 10 percent of total inventory lost.
sible for implementing the plan, said preventative plus mistakes in paper work that won’t show up on the
maintenance will halve Plant Operations’ maintenance computer," McGinley said,
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SJSU grad works
for something ’big’
1968 trust fund may raise $100 million
By Tim Dutton

The man who may eventually give SJSU 6100 million
remembers his early days on the campus. He was five
years old when he first visited the university.
Chris Panopulus would come to SJSU an Sunday afternoons with his parents, who lived on First Street. He
would play on the lawn with a small tennis ball or
baseball.
"There were many beautiful Sunday afternoons,"Panopulus, now 57, recalled. "I loved this place
( SJSU I when I was five years old. The love has not
I still love this place".
diminisehd
The way Panopulus has shown his love for SJSU is
money, in coasiderable amounts.
Sept. 30. the 1949 SJSU graduate held a luncheon to
celebrate the fact that he has raised $25,000 in various
trust funds for the school since 1968.
However, as Panopulus said, "This is really a
preliminary to some main events."
Although Panopulus has started several trust funds
for SJSU. including one for the School of Humanities and
Arts last April, he is most excited about his 100-year fund.
He started it with $1,000 in 1968, which was matched
with another $1,000 by Westinghouse Electric Corporation
thorugh its higher-education assistance program.
Panopulus has been an accountant at Westinghouse for 31
years.
The combination of donations by Panopulus and
Westinghouse, and compounding interest rates could push
the fund’s total to $100 million by the year 2070, when SJSU
can begin louse it.
Westinghouse has matched every dollar Panopulus
has given to SJSU with its own donation. Panopulus said.
"If we’re looking at a 100-year fund," Panopulus said.
"then this ($25,000 mark) is still in the beginning stages.
We have a long way to go yet."
Panopulus said he expects to celebate the $50,000
milestone in raised funds for SJSU in three years. By 1988,
he wants to celebrate $75,000. By 1990 or 1991, he hopes the
$100,000 mark will be reached.
The $1 million mark may be achieved by 2010. and
Panopulus said he wants the SJSU community to
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Chris Panopulus, shown here with Arlene Okerlund, dean of the school of
Humanities and the Arts, believes in the future. A 1949 SJSU graduate,
Panopulus started a 100 year trust fund lor SJSU in 1968 which could be

celebrate, even if he is not around to see it
"I want the chimes in Tower Hall to ring," Panopulus
said enthusiastically. "Let the whole community know
that something great is happening here."
However, Panopulus is quick to add that he hopes
someone else raises $1 million for SJSU before he does.
Glen Guttormsen, SJSU director of business affairs,
voiced the same feelings at the luncheon.
"The idea is to use this as a showcase," Guttormsen
said, "to show that anyone can do this. It’s a disappointment that while it’s a showcase, it’s still the only one
of its kind we (SJSU) have."
With Panopulus around, however, the need for other
trust funds is not quite as urgent.
Although the San Jose native with thinning black hair,
old-fashoined curved glass and a slightly baggy gray suit
may appear shy at first glance, that impression is quickly
shattered
The luncheon was Panopulus’ idea, and he sent out
invitations to about 50 of his "friends" from SJSU. He also
used the spotlight of the luncheon for another $1,000
donation to his Humanities and Arts fund.
Panopulus had told Arlene Okerlund, dean of the
School of Humanities and Arts, that he would match any
$100 donations to the department with $100 of his own. He
said he would match funds up to $1,000.
Okerlund obtained $100 donations from 10 SJSU
faculty members, and Panopulus beamed a smile as he
handed her a check for $1,000.
H3 didn’t blush when Okerlund said. "He represents
the best of what this university is -- after all, he’s a
graduate."
Westinghouse added another $1,000 donation to match
Panopulus’ donation.
John Mallory, manager of Professional Employment
and Personnel Development for Westinghouse in Sunnyvale, said that the trust fund Panopulus has established
is probably the most outgoing thing he has done.
"Everyone (at Westinghouse ) knows about Chris and
his fund," Mallory said with a wry smile. "He has just
taken advantage of an offer the company has."

Panopulus thinks that most of SJSU’s problems, some
of them cited in a Sept. 26 San Jose Mercury News article,
"Gail Fullerton and the Foreign Legion," can be solved
quite easily.
Some of the problems mentioned in the article included friction between the SJSU administration and
faculty, not enough money for academic programs and
disgruntled comments from several SJSU faculty
members.
"A lot of these negative things
all it takes to
overcome them is money," Panopulus explained. "If
some of the money out there in Silicon Valley would find
its way into San Jose State, maybe these problems would
be non-existent."
Panopulus, ever the optimistic SJSU booster, added
that peoiple get so caught up with the negative aspects of

Money is needed to make
this university great
SJSU. "they completely close their eyes to the positive."
For a bright future for SJSU. Panopulus said he
knows what it will take -- money.
"I think that’s what is really needed to make this
university great. to maintain the greatness," Panopulus
said with bubbling optimism. "Lots of money.
"There’s a lot of talent in this university, and a lot of
creativity." he continued eagerly. "Unfortunately, some
of this talent and creativity doesn’t even get off the
ground. because of lack of money."
Because of the cutback in government spending for
higher education, more money from private sources is
going lobe needed for colleges to excel, Panopulus said.
Most conversations about Panopulus center around
his 100-year trust fund, and he has definite desires about
where the money should be spent.
"I would hope that 50 percent of that (fund) would be
used to establish an institute for human relations in this
university," Panopulus said.
The other portions could be used at the president’s
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and the dean’s discretion, he added, but ills apparent that
the human relations project is his biggest hope.
"Some of the biggest problems in this society of ours
are because people just don’t get along with people,"
Panopulus commented, his voice growing a little more
subdued.
"I would think that if people studied a little bit more
about human relations, perhaps they could get along with
each other a little bit better."
Part of this concern for human relations can be traced
back to Panopulus’ years as a San Jose resident.
He always loved SJSU from his early days of playing
on its lawn, and enrolled after graduating from San Jose
High School. He graduated from SJSU in 1949.
"My four years at San Jose State were probably the
happiest of my life," Panopulus recalled. His house on
16th Street was in a "very nice neighborhood," and
several SJSU professors lived nearby.
Marriage followed his happy days at SJSU, and he
fathered a son and a daughter, now 21 and 24.
However. Panopulus’ marriage ended, in divorce.
Now, he pauses several seconds when asked if he had ever
been married.
"I was once, way, way too long ago," he said
reflectively. "As I look back at it. maybe that’s one reason
I’m so interested in human relations."
His son lives in Stockt9n, a,d his daughter in San
Francisco. Panopulus said neither one knows much about
his funds at SJSU.
"Someday I’ll tell them the whole story," he said.
"We haven’t really talked about it."
Returning to the future, Panopulus said he is "looking
forward to my retirement" this January from his accountant job at Westinghouse.
He is also interested in a second career, with one
possibility part of another project he would like to see
SJSU undertake.
Panopulus said he would like to see another Spartan
Foundation developed -- for academic programs.
Panopulus would like to work in this type of organization.
He said he would like to remarry after his retirement
from Westinghouse, and continue his goal: "Hopefully, to
get people excited about this university."
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SJSU medical list
shows improvement
By Michael McIntyre
For the first time in
three weeks, the SJSU
football team emerged
virtually unscathed from
injuries after last Saturday’s impressive 38-15 win
over the Fullerton State
Titans.
The only injuries of
incidence were a left hip
pointer suffered by
tailback Bobby Johnson, a
right -shoulder pinched
nerve to noseguard Carlos
Milsap and an injured
tailbone for defensive end
Tim Makela.
Milsap
should
definitely be ready for this
Saturday’s game against
the Long Beach State 49ers
at Spartan Stadium, while
Johnson and Makela are
still uncertain. The pair
should be diagnosed later
this week by team trainer
Charlie Miller.
A more debilitating
development occurred late
last week when it was
learned that starting left
tackle Dan Severance will
be lost to the squad for the
remainder of the year. The
three-year starter un-
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derwent surgery to repair
an injury to his left
shoulder.
Severance’s replacement is sophomore Trevor
Bowles, who played a
strong game against
Fullerton State.
On a more positive
note, the return of fullback
Ron Thornburg to the offensive backfield in the
Titan contest proved to be a
tremendous boost to coach
Jack Elway’s attack.
The junicr fullback’s
presence allowed Elway to
line his offense up in a
more accustomed pro-set
two backs) and thereby
feature a much better
ground game.
Thornburg led the
Spartans in rushing with 34
yards on eight carries and
caught two Steve Clarkson
passes for 26 yards.
Another potential
element that would bolster
SJSU’s attack is the
possible return of senior
fullback Roy Smelly this
Saturday night.
Smelly, who sprained
his right knee against

Stanford three weeks ago,
had a cast removed last
Wednesday and may
participate in contact drills
later this week if he
receives
medical
clearance. He will
probably suit up and may
see action against Long
Beach this Saturday.
Clarkson threw two
touchdown passes last
week and showed mobility
which was obviously
lacking during the last two
games due to a sprained
toe
incurred
against
Oregon State on Sept. 25.
Defensive tackle Steve
McEnroe appears to be
fully recovered from a
sprained right ankle which
was injured in the season
opener on Sept. 11 against
the Oregon Ducks. His
presence made the SJSU
pass rush much more effective during the past two
games.
Defensive backs Gill
Byrd and Ken Thomas
continue to wear soft
rubber casts to protect
broken hands suffered in SJSU running back Bobby Johnson, shown in action in the Spartans’ 261 loss
the Oregon and California
to Caktornia two weeks ago, was one of the few Spartans to suffer an injury
games respectively.
against Fullerton State last Saturday. Johnson suffered a left hip pointer Other

BwI AhYou

Spartans injured were noseguard Carlos %Islip (pinched nerve in shoulder)
and defensive end Tim Makela (injured taibone)

Miami takes Mid American lead with upset
By Micheal McIntyre
The Miami of Ohic
Redskins upset the Bowling
Green Falcons 17-12 last
Saturday afternoon to take
over undisputed first place
honors in the Mid American conference race.
Miami upped its league
record to 3-0 while Bowling
Green dropped its first
conference contest of 1982
and fell to 3-1.
Last season’s Mid champion,
American
Toledo, moved back into
the tital chase with a 20-19
decision over the Eastern

Michigan Hurons. The
Rockets’ record improved
to 3-1 in the conference,
while the Hurons, who have
now lost 24 consecutive
games, fell to 0-3.
Also keeping right on
the leaders’ heels were the
Ohio University Bobcats,
who whipped the Ball State
Cardinals 34-7 to better
their conference mark to 2The only other Mid American contest saw
Central Michigan and
Western Michigan battle to

an 18-18 tie.
Non -conference action
involved Kent State losing
to Iowa State 44-7.
This Saturday, Mid American leader Miami
Western
to
travels
Michigan to face the
Broncos, Central Michigan
hosts Toledo, Bowling
Green tackles Northern
Illinois at home, Kent State
plays at Ball State and
Eastern Michigan tries to
snap its long losing streak
at home against Ohio.
PCAA leader Fresno

State demolished the
Pacific Tigers 49-30 last
Saturday night in Fresno’s
Bulldog Stadium, the site of
the 1982 California Bowl
(pitting the champions of
the PCAA and the Mid’
American conference).
Bulldog quarterback
Jeff Tedford, the league’s
leading passer, riddled the
Tigers’ secondary for five
touchdown strikes as well
as running for another
score. The six touchdowns
tied a school record.
All-American
wide

receiver Henry Ellard
caught his 15th career
touchdown pass, tying

Fresno State’s PCAA
record improved to 2-0,
while UOP incurred its

Champions from the PCAA
and Mid American to meet
in the California Bowl
another Fresno State
school record.
The Bulldogs’ other
wide receiver, Steve Paige,
nabbed three of Tedford’s
scoring tosses

first conference loss and
evened out at 1-1.
SJSU stayed one-half
game behind the Bulldogs
by outplaying the Fullerton
State Titans 311-15 last

Saturday in Southern
California.
The Spartans bettered
their overall mark to 4-1 in
winning their league
opener with a three touchdown onslaught in the
third quarter.
UOP and Utah State
are a full game back of
Fresno State at 1-1. Utah
State pounded Idaho State
30-3 in a non -conference
home contest.
Other
non,league
match-ups involving PCAA
squads saw the Long Beach

State 49ers (tied with SJSU
in the PCAA at 1-0) fall to
the Cincinnati Bearcats 3417 and the UNLV Rebels
defeat Texas-El Paso 28-21.
PCAA games this
Saturday will involve SJSU
hosting Long Beach State,
UOP traveling to Logan,
and Utah to face the Utah
State Aggies.
Non-conference PCAA
match -ups
include
Fullerton State at
Wyoming, Fresno State at
Nevada -Reno, and UNLV
at Utah.
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Tickets for Long Beach game selling fast
By Micheal McIntyre
Ticket sales for the
first Spartan home football

game of the season are
brisk according to Guy

Laughridge, athletic ticket
manager
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SJSU rubgy club starts
preparations for season
By Wen Wong
Signups for SJSU’s
Spartan rugby club team
are being held every
Tuesday and Thursday
from 330 to 5:30 p.m. at
the south campus intramural fields.
SJSU’s club team
begins tournament play in
December with the regular
season scheduled to start in
January.
The club team, which
has fielded teams corn -

posed of students, faculty
and staff since 1971, has
been nationally ranked
three times.
SJSU’s club team holds
mandatory practices twice
a week for two hours under
the direction of former
Northern California rugby
All -Star Ron McBeath and
former SJSU player Tom
Tutt.
Additional practices
are
workouts
and
available, but will be op.

INSURANCE.
With
a smile!

tional.
Rubgy is one of the
oldest sports in the world.
It combines the intricate
passing skills of basketball
with the footwork of soccer
and the rough action of
football.
Beginners
are
welcome to try out for the
Spartan rubgy club team.
For more information call
McBeath at 277-3411 or Tutt
at 277-3413.

and Utah State) for $5, a75
cents savings on purchasing single game seats.
Also going fast are
tickets for next week’s
showdown with Fresno
State at Spartan Stadium.
Laughridge said that the
infamous "Red Wave"
(Fresno’s rooting section)
has already bought 6,000
seats for the SJSU

Could be a sell out
week,
this
later
Laughridge said.
The ticket office is also
offering a special season
ticket deal for students.
SJSU students can purchase a season ticket for
this year’s four home
games (Long Beach State,
Fresno State, Santa Clara

going into the game unless supposed to be a Spartan
SJSU is upset this week by home contest, the "Red
Long Beach State, a heavy Wave" outnumbered SJSU
underdog.
fans
two
to
one.
Laughridge said the
Luaghridge said a similar
ticket situation for the
occurrence in football
Fresno State game is
would be a major disapreminiscent of last year’s
pointment
and
emSpartan-Bulldog basketball barrassment to the Spartan
match-up at the Civic athletic program.
Auditorium
"I’m expecting a sellAlthough the game was out," Laughridge said, "

and I hope a majority of the
people there will be SJSU
fans."
The Spartans opened
their PCAA schedule last
week by beating the
Fullerton State Titans 38-15
to improve their overall
mark to 4-1 Fresno State
has whipped Utah State 316 and Pacific 49-30 in its
first two PCAA encounters.

Atili..MED STUDENTS
JOSE STATE UITIMMITYIPRD

Homecoming game and
are asking for more.
"Fresno people are
buying tickets like crazy,"
Laughridge said. "I urge
everyone to buy tickets as
soon as possible."
Both the Bulldogs and
the Spartans will be un
defeated in PCAA play

the group

gathersN here

A special program for students and
their families that has been serving
the San Jose community for over
ten years.
CAMPUS Insurance has competitive rates, and is known for fast
claim processing.
CALL 296-5270 today for more
Information or a free no-hassle
(mote.

/
r.

1,6

stirv.)04-ART

CAMPUS
INSURANCE

4340 Stevens Creek Blvd.
Suite 165
San Jose

Of the 3,300 student
seats available for this
Saturday night’s game
against Long Beach State,
said
Laughgridge
yesterday that ap900
or
proximately 800
tickets have already been
sold.
The student tickets
cost $2 for the game and
are expected to sell out

HOURS

VF

87 Valley Fair Center 365 San Antonio Road
San Jose, Calif 95128 Mt View, Calif 94040
941-3600
249-8700
M -F 9-9 / Sat 9-5:30/ Sun 12-5; MV. M -Sat 9530 I

Morris Daily Auditorium
7 p.m. / 10 p.m.
Only $/.75
\co 51’,’k 1501.5 Week - AMERICAN GRAFFITI’
Ammimmi FUNDED BY ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
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Kayser NorPac Player of the Week
for effort in Sooner Invitational win

Wong
Kim Kayser was excited, full of enthusiasm
and all smiles.
There was a good
The 5 -foot -I0
reason
Kayser had just found out
she had been chosen
NorPac’s Player of the
Week for her performance
in the Sooner Invitational
volleyball tournament last
weekend in Norman, Okla.
"It’s exciting," Kayser
said. "What a shockeroo!
At the end of practice,
By

Iv

Mir

High School in San Jose
recorded 27 kills in three
matches with a .476 hitting
percentage as the Lady
Spartans won a tournament for the first time in
the school’s history
SJSU also chalked up
50 team service aces, including seven by Kayser.
"We just clicked
together," Kayser said.
"We controlled every
match. We had a nice team
meeting in the hotel

opened with nine kills
against Nebraska and
followed that with to kills in
the Texas match.
"It got to where I didn’t
do anything wrong,"
Kayser said. "The more I
felt it, the more confident I
got."
Confidence is one trait
Kayser has acquired over
the season. She has enjoyed
the role of being a starter
and coming off the bench
as a reserve. In Mon -

you’re out
Everybody
wants to play. It (sitting on
the bench) just makes you
push harder."
In Kayser’s case, even
when she’s on the bench
she doesn’t sit. Tendinitis
in the left knee forces
Kayser to stand and
remain active, so her knee
keeps warm.
"The biggest part of
my offense is my attack to
the net," Kayser said.
"Defense is my weak spot.

’We just clicked together... We controlled every match... It
got to where I did’nt do anything wrong... The more I felt
it, the more confident I got.!-Volleyball player Kim Kayser
(coach) Dick (Montgomery) said, ’We ought
to congratulate Kim.’ I
said, ’ Wow !"
The junior outside
hitter from Santa Theresa

tgomery’s team concept,
there is no set lineup of
starters
"You play well and
you’re in," Kayser said. "If
you’re not putting out,

(before the tournament).
We decided we were going
to win every game."
Once tournament play
began, Kayser found
herself in a hot groove. She

I’m a slow player. In a
match, I must be in total
concentration. My mind
can’t be drifting."
Kayser’s concentration
certainly
reached

maximum capacity in
Norman, Okla.
ROLM NOTES: Kayser
was cut from her high
school team as a freshman,
but asked to come back
when one of the players
quit because of a job.
She proceded to lead
Santa Theresa to league
championships in her
junior and senior years.
Kayser was the league’s
Most Valuable Player in
her senior year. She is an
advertising major at SJSU.
Last night’s big Noragainst
match
Pac
California was dedicated to
alumnus Dick Hall, who is
bedridden in Los Gatos’
Good Samaritan Hospital
with cancer. Hall, a former
part-time instructor,
graduated from SJSU in
the late 50s. He played for
men’s
Spartans’
the
volleyball team.
Joyce Sprout an the
Lady
Spartans:
1982
"We’re making an improvement each time we
play. Everybody’s got a
positive attitude."
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Intramural playoffs begin
By Brian Wang
Intramural volleyball
playoffs begin Sunday with
five matches scheduled in
the women’s gym.
In the men’s novice
division, the Far Side (3-1)
team will play Delta Sigma
Phi (2-2) at 6 p.m. on court
No.
The matchups in the
coed novice division are:
Other Bisexuals (4-1) vs.
Hoover Vacuums (3-2) on
court No
3 at 6 p.m.,
Squids (3-2) vs. Hilarious
Hooverites (3-2) on court
No. 1 at 7 p.m., Ski Club (31) vs. Washburn Hall (4-1)
on court No. 2 at 7 p.m.,

Penthouse Players 3 (4-i)
vs. Penthouse Players 2 (31) on court No. 2 at 7 p.m.
Winners will meet in
the semifinals at 8 p.m. The
finals are scheduled for
Monday night at 9 p.m. on
court No. I.
Intramural bowling
enters its fourth week with
team 9 on top of the team
standings. Team 9, which
consists of Greg Brooks,
Bill Benvald and Danielle
Roth, have a 10-2 record.
Brooks, who is the
league’s president, is
bowling despite a broken
thumb. Berwald was the

men’s individual winner on Havana Vacs (3-0)
opening night with a high
Sigma Nu has outscore of 186.
scored its opponents 34-0 in
Team
2
(Robert three games, while ATO
Robbins, Craig Whitney, remains unscored upon in
Victoria Haessler) is in two league games. Insecond place with a 9-3 dividuals I forfeited its
record.
game against ATO last
Paul Burdick rolled a week.
225 to win last week’s
Signups are being
men’s scoring honors. accepted for three-man
Donna Hedburg was the top basketball, waterpolo and
female with a 189 score.
soccer.
In intramural flag
In
three-man
football, five teams remain basketball, leagues are
undefeated. They are available for players over
Sigma Nu (3-0), ATO Gold and under six feet. Games
(3-0), Washburn Hall (5-0), will be played on Sunday
Phi Beta Sigma (2-0) and nights from 6 to 11 p.m. A

Lowest Fares to
EUROPE
this winter

YOUR BM IS WORTH AN
OFFICER’S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY

London from 5649/r.t.
Amsterdam from 5649,r
Frankfurt from 1699 r t
Paris from $798 r
Zurich from $740 r

r

team captain’s meeting
will be held tomorrow at 4
p.m. in the Si). Costanoan
Room.
Innertube waterpolo
will play Monday or
Thursday nights from 6 to
10 p.m. Coed competition is
available. The captain’s
team meeting is Oct. 21 at 4
p.m. in the S.C. Costanoan
Room.
volleyball
Final
standings: Sunday night
men’s novice -- The Far
Side 3-1, Delta Sigma Phi 22, Virgin Killers 1-3;
Sunday coed novice - (A)
The Other Bisexuals 4-1,
Hall
4-1,
Washburn
Kurt Rope
Hilarious Hooverites 3-2,
SJSU volleybaN player KinKayser spikes the hall against Santa Clara as teammate Lisa Ice looks
Odd Squids 3-2, Delta Sigs
on. On Monday Kayser was named the NorPac player of the week lot her performance in
and Co. 1-4 Individuals 0-5;
(B) Penthouse Players 34leading the lady Spartans to the championship al the Sooner Invitational in Norman, Okla.
1, Squids 4-1, Hoover
Vacuums 3-2, I.C. Center 3- Center Jugadores 0-6; Individuals I by forfiet;
Blue-Gold Division -2, Penthouse Players 241-4, Monday coed novice -- All-American 6, InDiablos 26, Penthouse
The Bisexuals!! 0-5.
Penthouse Players 2 3-1, dividuals 0; Phi Beta Signs Hustlers 12; Allen Hall, 13,
Monday night coed Ski Club 3-1, Penthouse 7, Virgin Killers 6; Virgin Maniac 12; Washburn Hall
open - (A) Oriental Magic Players 50-4.
Killers over Individuals by 23, WBTM 8; Allen 20,

Brussels from $720

Your BSN means you’re a professional. In the Army, it also
means you’re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O.Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

BRITISH
EUROPEAN
TRAVEL

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

1080 Saratoga Ave
San lose, 95129
984-7576

_FALL SALE
104,4-80.
4)0.

Volleyball semifinals are scheduled for Sunday

at 8; three-man basketball, innertube waterpolo,
and soccer signups are currently being accepted
6-0, In Your Face 4-2, Sweet
Okole 2-4, Destroyers 0-6;
(B) Four Players 6-0, Individuals 3-3, Rabbel
Roycers 3-3, Women’s

Flag football scores: forfeit; Phi Beta Signs 15,
Spartan Division -- SAE All-American 0; Havanna
Warheads 21, Hoover Vacs 14, Assasins 2;
Vacuums 12; Sigma Nu 72, Havanna Vacs 20, The
SAE 0, ATO Gold over Players 6

COMPLETE SELECTION OF CURRENT TITLES
Best Selection of Science Fiction in South Hay
BARGAINS BY THE 100s ON OUR SALE TABLES
The County’s Big Bookstore

BOOKS INC.
420 TOWN& COUNTRY VII .I,AGF
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CAMPBELL

ATTENTION BOWLERS!
INTERCOLLEGIATE
MASTERS & QUEENS
TOURNAMENT

ATM

$1101141
5110(X)
$130191
$135
$29010)
0N11 HD

0’)

I TFI POI F

Qualifying Squads:

$ 04 111
$
5)0400

Saturday -Sunday October 16-17
12-30& 3:30 p.m. each day
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PRE-SEASON CROSS COUNTRY SKI PACKAGE SPECIAL-$95.00

349 E Campbell Ave
(408) 374-5205

.408)998-5060

OPEN TO ALL MALE & FEMALE STUDENTS OF ANY COLLEGE UNIVERSITY

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
3.014
.
S
Hniubar Polmopylene underwum

25., OFF
30. OF
30, 0E1

Whew tIthoweat

SAN JOSE. CA 95113

(October 29-31 at CSU, Fresno)

MISCELLANEOUS
MANNA iimtunu -nun
Nicene home,

493 S. FIRST STREET

QUALIFY FOR THE 9th ANNUAL

SUNGLASSES

ACCESSORY CLOTHING

Ohqmal
$25096
$37000

JAPANESE AND
EUROPEAN CAR
AND TRUCK PARTS

DISCONTINUED STYLES COLORS AND SECONDS

JACKETS N. PARKAS
3411013 duos.. Jow,
Puffin cloase down mett
Been PePole
Fleece JacSal

ECONOMY
IMPORTS

IS’, STUDENT DISCOUNTS

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13 -SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16
N SELECTED NORTH FACE PRODUCTS

Eir

Penthouse 2; Diablos 7,
WBTM 6; Washburn 12,
Maniac 0; Allen 30, WBTM
0; Maniac 26, Penthouse 0;
Washburn 38, Diablos 0.

nc

BOWL 6 GAMES ACROSS 12 LANES
TOTAL PINS SCRATCH
3

PLUS MUCH MORE!
SALE HOURS
WED -THURS
10-8
FRI -SAT
10-6

Entry Fee: $10.00
INFORMATION AT THE DESK

STUDENT UNION
GAMES AREA 277-3226

79
A

I /1,004 0N/141 NT
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Wednesday, October 13, MC
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COMICS
MARTIN THE SPARTAN

DEAN FORTUNATI

BENCHLY

SCOTT SAAVEDRA

HOWIE AND MS BARNYARD PALS
140,diE
The Overcomers will
have weekly Bible study at
7:30 tonight in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Singer guitarist Gary Davis will
be special guest. For more
information, call John
Miller at 279-2133.
The Skydivers Club
will have its first general
membership meeting at 8
tonight in the S.U. Almaden
Room. The television
movie "Skydive!" will be
shown and Don Balch from
Falcon Parachute School
will speak. For more information, call Michael
Brown at 554-6232 or Cathy
Pool at 277-8385.

The Student Health
Service will show films on
preventative health care
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
today at the Student Union,
in front of the A.S. Business
Office. For more information, call Oscar
Battle at 277-2222.
The Student Health
Service will have a
seminar on contraceptive
methods at 7 tonight in the
Allen Hall Formal Lounge.
For information, call Oscar
Battle at 277-2222

in the AAS Office, rm. 9 in
the Social Science
Building. For more information, call Gary Jio at
277-2894.
International Programs will present a slide
show at 2 p.m. tody in the
Women’s Gym, rm. 148.
For more information, call
277-3781.
A meteorology air
pollution seminar titled
"From Sutro Tower to

The ASIAN Club will
have an Asian American
Studies
Committee
meeting at 12:30 p.m. today

IN

LOS LN13.14
ROOTS

Friday October 15th
298-0204

ANNOUNCEMENTS

GILMORE 32" Jack 6 Mentes. Floor
Lam and Bend. *450. Call, 6 10
p et.. 235-4122.

SJSU STUDENTS FOR PEACE will be
having general meeting from 7
pm to lop m Thu.. Oct
in the Pilmeden Room of

14.
the

STEREO
COMPONENT
SYSTEM
Excellent condition, Must sell to
pent... $8000. best offer 370

A computer terminal
and Microform demonstration will be presented
at 10 and 10:30 a.m., noon,
12:30, 2, 2:30, 4 and 7:30
p.m. today at the Clark
Library.
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PARKING
Gemmed from pipe I
under Highway 280 and Vine Street,
although he said it was not the best
neighborhood in the city."
Fullerton said students would
not want to walk the one mile
distance to SJSU and neither the city
nor the university can afford bus
shuttles.
The cost would be about Si round
trip for students, she said.
Fullerton said an earlier
proposal to open parking lots at
Spartan Stadium was also "unfeasible" because the lots are used
as playing fields during the day.
She said there is no realistic

NUCLEAR ARMS

possibility" to solving the parking
problem before 1985 when a
proposed parking garage at Fourth
Street between San Salvador and
San Carlos streets can be built.
Councilwoman Lewis said the
fee increase placed a financial
burden on SJSU students and caused
them "undue punishment."
"We have not attempted to
share the burden and respon
sibility," she said.
McEnsry said "This might be
one of those cases where we have to
leave bad enough alone."

Fullerton gives total support
to A.S. parking resolution
By Karol Warner
At Monday afternoon’s Academic
Senate meeting, SJSU President Gail
Fullerton threw her wholehearted support
behind an Associated Students resoluttion
calling for the city to lower parking rates
for students at the Fourth Street lots and
the new parking structure on San Carlos.

at Fourth and San Carlos streets.
The garage will be completed by
January 1984 at the earliest, Brazil said.
Ninth Street between San Carlos and
San Fernando streets is now open for
employee parking, according to Brazil.
The problem with opening Ninth Street
for parking is that the area is heavily used
by students walking to and from class,
Brazil said.
Brazil said that if the area on East San
Carlon Street is used for parking it will be
only until the 1,200-space parking garage
has been completed.

Fullerton said she will also ask that
East San Carlos Street be closed and used
for additional parking.
Fullerton will also talk with and write
to Mayor Janet Gray Hayes, Mayor-elect
Tom McEnery and council representatives
from the SJSU district said John Brazil,
executive assistant to the president.
Fullerton said that East San Carlos
Street could be used for parking only until
a 1,200-space parking garage can be built

Fullerton suggested that East San
Carlos Street be made into a mall area
after the garage is opened.

Careinued harn pep I
Physicians For
Social Responsibility
exists, said Kennedy,
who is also director of
internal medicine at
Kaiser Hospital in Santa
Clara, because participation in the
government’s mass
evacuation implies that a
nuclear war is survivable. Ethically, a
doctor cannot participate.
"If (we) say we are
going to help the
government prepare for
nuclear war, this makes
a war more likely,"
Kennedy said. "It tells
the government,’there is
survival’ and that is an
inaccurate statement. As
physicians, we have no
possible treatment for it
(nuclear attack). When
there is a condition for
which there is no
treatment, the only
possible cure is
prevention."
Physicians for Social
Responsibility began in
1962 and was instrumental in getting the
government to enact the
Partial Test Ban Treaty
of 1963. Passage of the
treaty pacified the activists briefly.
But in 1979, an
Australian pediatrician,
Helen Caldicott, came to
the United States to

revive the organization.
There are now 18,000
members nationwide.
"Statements made in
high places," Kennedy
said, "revived our
anxieties and concern
and jolted us out of our
complacency."
The group is now
"devoted to education"
of the public, according
to Kennedy. "The Last
Epidemic" has been

shown "several hundred
times," including a
KQED broadcast during
Ground Zero Week last
April. Ground Zero Week
was organized by the
group of the same name,
based in Washington,
D.C. It was a nonpartisan attempt "to
provide information and
education about nuclear
war and the nuclear
arms race," he said

Proposition 12
Physicians for Social
Responsibility cannot
support a political issue
such as Proposition 12,
the Bilateral Nuclear
Weapons Freeze but
Kennedy favors it.
"Unless the direction
is reversed," he said,
"there is no hope.
"It (Proposition 12)
will give a message to
many people in politics

that the American people
are no longer content to
sit back and be drive
toward extinction,"
Kennedy said.
"In a sense," he
continued, "the Reagan
administration may be
the best thing that ever
happened to nuclear
arms control. Because of
their very strong stand,
they have gotten a lot of
people mobilized. It’s not
going to happen instantly.
Kennedy also rejects
the "limited nuclear
war" notion. "Total
destruction," he said,
"will result from some
small incident in a Third
World country that will
escalate.
Kennedy said that
we can trust the Soviet
Union to live up to a
weapons freeze, because
they are a lot like us.
"The allegation that
they have broken
negotiations simply isn’t
true," he said. "Our
interests coincide. Let’s
deal with the threat now.
The freeze is in the
Russians’ and our own
best interest.’
"There
are dangers in waging
peace. Which is more
dangerous: the course of
war, or the fear that
they might cheat a little?"

Congressional candidate campaigns Greeks for votes
By Gerald Loeb
Tom
Kelly,
13th
District Republican candidate, gave a crash course
in political speaking
Monday night as he
campaigned
through
SJSU’s fraternities and
sororities.
The 29-year-old former
Silicon Valley businessman
is facing a hard struggle

with
Democratic
incumbent, Norman Mineta.
Mineta is a four -term
congressman.
Warm
applause
greeted Kelly at his first
stop at Sigma Nu. Kelly’s
remarks
on
national
defense raised the most
questions
from
the
fraternity members.

Community Service Day
barely passes Greek vote,
still scheduled for Oct. 30
By Gorski Loeb
The vote for Community Service Day passed by a
whisker Monday when Inter Fraternity Council President
Scott Cooley broke a tie and voted in favor of an Oct. 30
cleanup of Roosevelt Street Park.
The cleanup is sponsored by the IFC, and is to involve
Si Se Puede, a campus community organization, and the
San Jose Water Works.
Just a week ago, the charity event seemed doomed.
Last Monday, the fraternities registered considerable
vocal opposition to the date the cleanup was planned.
They were not opposed to the idea with working with the
two groups to clean up the park.
"I sympathize with the houses that are saying they
have to do that kind of work, and they’re going to a softball
tournament, but I weighted what was more important -Greek unity or a softball game," Cooley said.
Sigma Nu President Eric Green summed up the opposition.
"It’s not the idea that the houses are insensitive," he
said. "I just object because we weren’t given enough input
as to when might be a good time for us, and when we
should do it," Green said.
Cooley explained why Oct. 30 was chosen.
"If you look at the dates, it has to be on the 30th,"
Cooley said. "We have to work our schedules around Si Se
Puede. I talked to a lot of people and they told me not to
schedule Community Service day on the same weekend as
a home football game," Cooley added.
SJSU will be playing Long Beach State on Oct. 16 and
Fresno State on Oct. 23.
Still, the dissenting fraternities won a crucial vote to
set a $50 fine for non-house attendance at the cleanup
instead of the original $100 that Cooley had proposed.
Green originally asked for a "concession" of $25, but
IFC Vice President Ed Makiewiez disagreed.
"Just having a $25 fine doesn’t seem worthwhile for
other houses to go out there," he said. "I’m sure some
houses would rather pay the money an not go. The whole
idea is to do something good for the community,"
Makiewiez said.

Service

SERVICE

\

"We need a better
defense, but we don’t spend
our money smartly," Kelly
said in answer to a
question. "The B-1 bomber
is ridiculous, and the MX
missile system is worthless. I’m no expert, but
when the Pentagon says
the plans are out of date
and then turn around and
put them on the drawing
board, why are we spending money on it?"
Defense spending is a
classic example of pork boondoggle
barrel,
politics," Kelly said.
On the subject of the

FEELING
DEPRESSED?

draft registration and the
30-month sentence recently
given a resister, Kelly said,
"the sentence is wrong. I
will neither support it, nor
work against peacetime
registration for the draft.
It’s an issue only the
country can decide," he
said.
The country’s energy
future also drew many
questions. "We have to look
at alternatives," Kelly
said. "The building of
Rancho
Seco
was
ridiculous; just imagine,
buiding a nuclear power
plant on an earthquake
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you’re about to go under, cut the education budget in we have millions of dollars
you force each department this country to death, and outstanding to the
ot make a five percent cut the reason for that is that government, and the
without losing essential we just haven’t had guts to government doesn’t even
services. Why can’t we do cut other programs as know where it is," he said.
that in Congress and the well."
not
Kelly would
Kelly said the answer
nation?" he asked.
new is to increase taxes. "The
any
To Kelly, education propose
and the economy are in- programs, however. "We taxes should be raised on a
local level, and not through
can’t afford it," he said.
tertwined.
Kelly also called for a the federal government.
"We have to look at the
level of education in this reform in student loans. That’s the only way we’ll
country and places like "I’ve never heard of a bank be able to pay for the
Appalachia, where con- making a loan to someone programs we want, and
ditions haven’t changed in and not knowing the name know what ones to
and now eliminate," Kelly said.
years," Kelly said "We’ve or address
I1
1=1111111111111111--MIN
-Wan

An Evening of Christian Music

RENT A CAR
TRUCK RENTALS

BY DAY -WEEK -MONTH

fault is not good common
sense."
While a conservative
economically, Kelly said he
would not always vote
along party lines. "Norm
Mineta voted for his party
96 percent of the time -- no
one is right 96 percent of
the time," Kelly said.
At Delta Zeta sorority,
Kelly drew fire for his
stance on education cuts
and student loans.
"I am proposing a five
percent cut across the
board for all departments," he said. "It’s done
in business all the time. If
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